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Abstract: In this talk, Dr. Hwang addresses the growing interest in big-data science surrounding the use of cloud analytics, social networks and the Internet of things (IoT). He will assess critical issues to upgrade big-data analysis, privacy and cloud security. The purpose is to achieve enhanced ubiquity, mobility, security, scalability and quality of service (QoS) of clouds and highly-visited social/media networks. In particular, he will evaluate the widespread use of clouds over massive datasets generated by e-business, social networks, sensors, RFID, GPS, scientific discovery, etc. His talk reveals major R/D challenges and presents new approaches to preserving data privacy, assuring cloud security, and enhancing cyber intelligence. To remove the security and trust barriers in bare-metal or virtual clouds, he examines the top-10 security and privacy issues released by Cloud Security Alliance in 2012. Some new approaches and hidden opportunities are discussed towards the building of a trusted and intelligent cloud computing environment. Finally, he introduces the new BYOC (Bring Your Own Cloud) approach for inter-cloud (mashup) applications especially in social media domain.
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